BOATS NOT FILLED

Titanic Seaman Says Lives Were Lost Needlessly.

MEN OF CREW TESTIFYING

White says if his boat Had Carried Many Men It Could Have Saved Some of Those Who Died for Him.

LORDON May 4—The chief witnesses on the trial of William H. White, a white survivor of the Titanic, for negligence in the flooding of the boat he was in, when the ship sank, today were heard by Judge Edward Jerome of the District Court.

White was called by the prosecution in the case against him for negligence in the loss of life on the Titanic.

The case was continued until tomorrow.

KNOX GEMS RECOVERED

STOLEN DIAMONDS FOUND IN PAWNSHOP—ARREST MADE.

Morris, a Jew, was arrested today in cooperation with the Morris Brothers, who have stolen several of the large and valuable diamonds that were brought to the U.S. of them in the famous case of the stolen jewels from the Titanic.

The jewels, which are valued at more than $50,000, were found in a pawnshop in the city of New York, and were reported to have been stolen by a Jew.

MEDFORD SOLON DIES

Edward C. Ireland isretirement with the council of the American Association of Railroads.

Sale of roads will be continued.

Lawyers Uphold Judge

ILLINOIS BAR ASSOCIATION APPEALS CASE.

The case of the Illinois State Bar Association vs.

Salem backs road bills

STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE TO PROMOTE MECHANIC MORTGAGES.

FRIAR LANDS UNPROTECTED

Newman Hospital of Dr. G. F. Newman.

JUDGE'S PARTNER ACCUSED

JUDGE'S PARTNER ACCUSED.

The case of the Newman Hospital of Dr. G. F. Newman.

The case of the Newman Hospital of Dr. G. F. Newman.

GOOD ROADS TALK Halted

.Albany Commercial Club Willing, but Won't Be Responsible.

ALBANY May 4—The Albany Commercial Club has decided to halt its good roads campaign in the state, but will not be responsible for the failure of the campaign.

The club has decided to concentrate on the improvement of the state highways and to leave the good roads campaign to other organizations.

Removal of Figure-Giving Corsets

Corsets Selling Regularly 3.00 to 5.00 Removal $1.28

A lot of C. B. B. corsets is all sizes; also Nenas is discontinued model in sizes 25 and 35.

Made of buttons and tucks with round and low back, medium and long liggs and back. Lace fast back. Hair supports attached.

Removal of Figure-Giving Corsets Selling Regularly 3.00 to 5.00 Removal $2.39

The corsets in this lot consist of W. B. Farrow, C. B. La Vida and other models. Is sizes 24 to 26. Comes with high or low back, long or medium over the hips. Hose supports attached. Made well, laced up perfectly throughout.

At a Mere Fraction of Wholesale Cost Removal $21.75

Regular $30.00 to $40.00

Not one suit in this entire lot can be duplicated at anything like the remarkably low price.

The models are straight front and cut away, fastening with one or two buttons. Made with semi-fitting backs.

Some have the deep cut away of the others, others have straight over the hips. Lined with an extra quality Peau de Cynge silk.

The skirts are made in attractive plain tailored styles.

The fabrics include fine imported foreign, wide and fancy Scotch mossed and worsted.

In black, navy, white, gray and tan.

PICTURE FRAMING

Newest Mouldings

One-Quarter Off
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